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Are you set to rethink and redefine your approach to aging? This powerhouse reserve tells you
how to go from dreading it to making it the greatest passing of your daily life! Dubbed a health
pioneer by the Wall Street Journal and known as “• by Dr. Mehmet Oz, Suzanne Somers offers
repeatedly opened up new terrain to health seekers worldwide. And now, with Bombshell, she
does it again.  And it’   How the “ crazy intelligent” How nanobots, small “robots” how big is blood
cells, will end up being injected in to the human bloodstream to clean the blood supply and
literally get rid of today’s most feared illnesses   Everything is normally yours for the taking if
you are willing to make some basic, effective changes.  including how Suzanne’In Bombshell
you will learn about explosive medical secrets utilizing the groundbreaking technologies of
today, or the very near future, that will allow us all to seriously maintain the fountain of youth,
including: How stem cell techniques, using 1’s available now!•   •s breast was reconstructed after
cancer with no implant in the initial clinical trial of its kind in the United States  How balancing
hormones with bioidentical hormone alternative therapy can improve your internal wellness, well-
being, vitality, looks, and sex drive    •  cure”•   to cancer may be coming by avoiding it at the
foundation with injections of human being, cancer-resistant white blood cells   Performing like
your individual medical detective, she has found the innovative scientists, doctors, and health
professionals and gotten them to talk about jaw-dropping advances that will stop deterioration
and established you on the path to restoration and healthy longevity.How a supplement to
regrow telomeres at a cellular level will regain our body to a younger internal age group and
reverse signs of aging such as for example disease, baldness, lines and wrinkles, and loss of
hearing and eyesight.By taking advantage of these brand-new bombshell advancements, you
may live longer than ever before with great quality of life, and encounter a different method to
age: with great health, strong bones, vitality, an operating brain, and sizzling sexuality.s own
adult stem cells, can be used to prevent disease and even regrow body parts; One after another,
she shares the breakthroughs that you can use today to keep you in top shape so you can
embrace the near future and all it has to offer.
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Excellent book on cutting-edge doctors inside our country This is actually the only book I have
read from Suzanne Somers, and I highly recommend it if you are looking toread about some
amazing doctors and their leading edge healing work.. We try to stay through to functional anti-
aging "option" medical research and information so I love Suzanne's publication "Bombshell".
This lady banked her very own stem cells and then waited three yearsto find an American doctor
who do the surgery she had find out about (completed in Japan) to regrow herown breast from
those stem cells. She tells just what she does for her health regimen. Suzanne brought a lot
more useable details and awareness in this book plus the directories, names, doctors, etc.)many
people are not getting the good thing about what they understand, and the recovery modalities
they make use of on patients, with huge success .) I've no issues with anyone having a business
performing what she does if I can use the merchandise or informationand experience better
because of it :-) The doctors she interviews will have you questioning why on the planet (well, we
realize why, don't we? She actually is a good lady,and is wanting to educate anyone who'll read
her publication.m concerned, this is the best so far! ( I looked at her website after reading the
book. I was not a huge TV watcher, therefore i am not really a "fan" especially. She isvery honest,
and likeable. . every day of the entire year.) into its "insurance covered" programs so those of us
that don't get the "one pill" regime of the standard healthcare paradigm will end up being
included. Suzanne looking better constantly. Great read! Not included in insurance and in the
event that you DIY, it's very difficult to get the proper balance of hormones - not to mention
possibly dangerous. It creates me less fearful of the future, and I'm 81. Great info! It will give you
vital information which you can use to create your life better. Due to her own personal
experiences with breast cancer, she researched natural curing and longterm health and wellness
strategies. Each chapter in this book can be an interview with an expert in a certain area of
wellness, wellness or also technology. They share groundbreaking research and suggestions
related to supplementation, diet, cellular aging and methods to potentially reverse this process,
nanotechnology, and the need for detoxifying our bodies on a regular basis.. She envisions the
possibility that we can all live to enjoy our golden years as vibrant, healthy, active people. It
shifts your considering and provides tons of useful information. I make an effort to follow
alternative medicine news, but there's lots of stuff right here that I didn't know about.! Don't miss
that one! I highly recommend it! I learned so much, and I have changed just how I look at
nutrition and the way my own body works. Barbara Wish I'd read the negative reviews - or at
least looked at the library's copy initial. Buying this book was the best thing I've done for myself
all year. Whether you have read a thousand health-related books or that is your first, don't miss
that one! There is starting to be more acceptance of organic healing and medication in the us..
Her vision of "later years" is nothing beats we view today. Her personal history is quite a story.
merges functional preventive care (in all forms! I've bought her organic make-up, mascara, and
eyesight shadow, and the products have every ingredient listed, and I love them very well, will
purchase again. A few of it is"expensive" plus some of it just the usual doing what needs to be
performed, such as diet and exercise., are fantastic. Downside is, unfortunately, most of us don't
have the financial resources to put into action. Upside, the information is there and knowledge
is key. Suzanne is an intelligent and creative person who deserves our deepest respect and
gratitude for her dedicated hard work and time to school us on what is POSSIBLE.S. I've several
other of her books over time but, as far as I'; A lot of very good news here, if you give
consideration. I skipped all of the discussion BS. She writes in an exceedingly friendly,
readablestyle. This is a worthy book to enhance one's personal comprehension on what's truly
possible and remove limitation from one's opinions. The Booii Bombshell That is a wondrous



compliation of new advances in anti-aging research that will aid humanity is reversing thr bodily
aging process. Consequently, we all have been benefiting in aging even more gracefully.
Excellent info. A big part of this amazing development is because of this woman. Keep up the
good function, Ms. Somers. America still includes a way to go to meet up with Europe, we are in
need of your input. Suzanne is amazing We have learned a whole lot from her wisdom, originally
when she started sharing her food combining methods. Since then, I've made many
naturopathic choices during peri/post menopausal phases, many as a result of Suzanne's
study.For an actress who could probably be hanging out in the French Riviera somewhere, I am
extremely grateful that she instead has chosen this path of teaching us what she learned with
respect to looking after herself in a healthy way. I hope I can utilize this location to thank her on
her behalf on-going analysis and sharing her info. Many thanks to the generous, caring lady.
Suzanne Somers continues to amaze me and I continue steadily to admire and respect her even
more. Suzanne has spent therefore any hours accumulating this research and will many Q&A
with noted doctors and scientists for our understanding. A few of these things she refers to are
mow open to us and some are along the way of becoming obtainable in period. Suzanme healed
her personal breast to regrow after medical procedures with her very own stem cells. Thank you
Suzanne Somers! The very best day time ever will end up being when "standard" health care in
the U. My deepest gratitude to her. No matter whether you can't afford to accomplish all that
Suzanne does, you can make changes which will affect how you are feeling immediately. And
save a few bucks and study anti-aging on your own.. Read the rest of the low reviews, combine
them in a single paragraph, and you will have my review. To begin with, the book is written in a
difficult-to-read interview style.. Second of all, and as someone else said, we mere mortals can
barely afford to buy healthy, organic foods and some supplements - significantly less all the
stuff she recommends. The telomerase/TA-65 supplement? $600! Sure, you can take
Astragalus supplements rather, but that triggers severe unwanted effects. Bio-identical
Hormone Therapy? Plenty of good info about both procedures and resources here. I learned SO
much Excellent book! Research side effects and cost.. Five Stars love reading this book, lots of
great information, written well, easy reading Excellent book! Be cautious if/when you try
Somers' regimen. Readable, interesting, well written. Five Stars Well written and footnoted. This
is the first book I've read by Suzanne Somers but I must say that I must say i appreciate her
perspective. I learned SO much! Very important and powerful. Wow! Haven't finished reading it,
but very good so far. Five Stars very nice Five Stars Love Suzanne's perseverance to find the
truth out.
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